Diversity Pages
Hartman and Youngblood reported on needed updates to the Diversity pages. The group reviewed the new recommended template for all UofA pages and discussed how that might be customized for our pages. Hartman pointed out that more graphical elements and engaging content should greet users on the main page.

The group recommended that, in the short term, the Diversity books rotator be updated to use the Google Books API and that all the books should be loaded. Ganson requested that we not use the word "collection" in the heading for that element, to avoid misleading users about the true extent of our collections. A future element would be the ability to page through the books, rather than loading only one random title each visit.

After those steps, Morgan will begin importing the content into the new UA template, working closely with the Diversity Committee.

Youngblood reported that the committee would like to be featured more prominently on the main Libraries' page, but not until the diversity content has been updated.

Usability Testing
The group discussed possible dates for testing and considered Wednesday, March 7th. Boyd and Morgan will assist with producing the videos. Juhl will get out a sign-up sheet and check on the availability of stick mics.

(Update: Lora is not available on the 7th. Will the 14th work? Lora has 2 stick mics for us to use.)

Special Collections updates
Youngblood reported on a meeting of the Special Collections web group. Their first recommendations concerned the main home page: making the image rotator provide more information about its purpose and the collection or origin, realigning news elements to make better use of whitespace on the page, and adding quick access to the most popular collections. The group also discussed an easy update of adding recently-processed manuscript collections to the main page. (Update: Both the news and recent manuscript collections elements have been updated).

News / WordPress Site
The group reviewed several WordPress themes and discussed the steps towards migrating news to a local WordPress site. Juhl will request an account and contact the news providers about access. Jennifer Rae is going to think of a snappy name.

Other
The group looked at Pinterest and Tildee, discussing possible library applications.

Next meeting: ???
Respectfully submitted,

B. Juhl